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A B S T R A C T

We demonstrate a process by which to evaluate the presence of large, Saturn-like ring systems around transiting
extrasolar giant planets. We use extrasolar planet candidate KOI-422.01 as an example around which to establish
limits on the presence of ring systems. We find that the spherical-planet (no-rings) fit matches the lightcurve of
KOI-422.01 better than a lightcurve with a planet having obliquity angles 90°, 60°, 45°, or 20°. Hence we find no
evidence for rings around KOI-422.01, but the methods that we have developed can be used for more com-
prehensive ring searches in the future. If the Hedman (2015) low-temperature rings hypothesis is correct, then
the first positive detection of exorings might require transits of very long period (≳ 10 yr) giant planets outside
their stars’ ice lines.

1. Introduction

Rings surround all of the giant planets in our Solar System, and so it
is reasonable to expect that at least some of the planets around distant
stars might also have rings. Furthermore, the known rings exhibit a
wide range of properties, and it is still not clear why the different
planets possess such different ring systems. Jupiter, for example, is the
largest planet in our Solar System and has the most massive satellite
system, but strangely its rings are the most tenuous of all the giant
planets, probably consisting primarily of debris knocked off of its var-
ious small moons (Burns et al., 2004). Similarly, both the ice giants
Neptune and Uranus have ring systems dominated by narrow ringlets
that consist of very dark material, but Neptune’s rings are far more
tenuous than Uranus’. Why does Uranus have several complete rings
with sufficient optical depth to be detectable in occultations
(French et al., 1991), while the only parts of Neptune’s rings that are
detectable in this way are a few arcs in one ring (Cruikshank and
Matthews, 1995)?

Saturn, of course, has the most extensive ring system. Indeed,
Saturn’s rings are so large and bright that they could be seen by the
earliest telescopes (Galilei, 1989). However, even after 400 years of
study no one can say for certain why Saturn has such an exceptional set
of rings. Observations of rings around ‘exoplanets’, or ‘exorings’, could
therefore help us to better understand what sorts of rings a planet is
likely to have.

Additional examples of ringed planets would also help answer the

still-contentious question of how dense, extensive ring systems are
formed. While various scenarios have been proposed for Saturn’s rings
(Charnoz et al., 2009a) including disruption of a passing centaur
(Charnoz et al., 2009b), tidal breakup of a Kuiper Belt Object
(Hyodo et al., 2016), or a moon that migrated too close to the planet
(Canup, 2010), each of these scenarios have potentially significant is-
sues. For example, if Saturn’s rings formed early from something like a
migrating moon, it is not obvious how the rings would remain so bright
after being polluted by 4.5 billion years’ worth of dark cometary debris
(Cuzzi and Estrada, 1998). On the other hand, if the rings formed more
recently from the disruption of a large comet or centaur, then it is
surprising that similar rings do not exist around the other giant planets,
which are much more likely to capture such objects (Charnoz et al.,
2009b).

The recent discovery of rings around the centaur 10,199 Chariklo
(Braga-Ribas et al., 2014) and possibly 2060 Chiron (Ortiz et al., 2015;
Ruprecht et al., 2015; Thiessenhusen et al., 2002) reveals that rings can
be found around small bodies and thus has forced scientists to re-
consider the question of how rings form. On the one hand, this finding
suggests that rings could be found under a wider variety of conditions
than previously considered. On the other hand, it is not clear why these
objects possess dense rings while objects like Ceres and Pluto, for in-
stance, do not, and so the conditions for ring formation remain ob-
scured.

Thus far, no-one has found evidence for dense rings around any
planets outside our Solar System. While a ‘ring-like’ system was recently
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found around the companion to the star 1SWASP
J140747.93–394542.6 (Mamajek et al., 2012), this ‘J1407b’ system is
very large, with a radius on the order of 0.6 AU (Kenworthy and
Mamajek, 2015). Since 0.6 AU is much larger than the Roche limit for
J1407b, this ring-like system might be better described as a proto-
satellite disk than as a conventional planetary ring. The rings of Saturn
and Uranus lie close enough to their host planets for tidal forces to
prevent material from aggregating into isolated objects like moons, but
the J1407b disk extends far enough that its constituent particles should
coalesce into moons in astronomically short timescales. Still, this dis-
covery bodes well for current efforts to find Saturn-like rings around
extra-solar planets.

Several different methods have been proposed to detect exorings,
including detailed modeling of transit lightcurves (Barnes and
Fortney, 2004), phase functions (Arnold and Schneider, 2004; Dyudina
et al., 2005), and Rossiter–McLaughlin-like radial velocity data
(Ohta et al., 2009). Recently, Santos et al. (2015) determined that the
anomalously strong reflected light signature from 51 Peg b
(Martins et al., 2015) does not represent a ring system.

In this paper we describe a pilot investigation of a handful of Kepler
giant planets to explore the feasibility of constraining the presence of
exorings with the transit lightcurve technique. In Section 2 we explain
our process for choosing which candidates to investigate. Section 3
describes the Kepler data and their reduction. How we model and
analyze these systems to determine the presence of rings is explained in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results from lightcurve fitting, parti-
cularly its application to KOI-422. Finally, Section 6 discusses some
conclusions and possible implications of finding exorings.

2. Methods

Based on Barnes and Fortney (2004), we explore the constraints on
the nature of potential rings around exoplanets that detailed analysis of
transit lightcurve s might provide. To do so we use the transit fitting
algorithm transitfitter (Barnes and Fortney, 2004), which produces
synthetic light curves by integrating the total stellar flux blocked by the
planet and ring at each timestep.1 The algorithm uses a Lea-
venberg–Marquardt system to arrive at best-fit quantities for fitted
parameters.

We assume that planetary ring systems have zero thickness and lie
in their parent planet’s Laplace plane. As shown in Burns et al. (1979),
close to a planet (as is the case within the Roche limit for particle
breakup) the Laplace plane is essentially identical to the equatorial
plane, thus placing rings around the equator of the exoplanet.

2.1. Model parameters

While Barnes and Fortney (2004) forward-calculated theoretical
transit lightcurve s of ringed planets, it did not allow for a lightcurve fit
using the ringed planet model. Here we update transitfitter to
explicitly allow for fitting of ringed planet parameters in addition to the
standard parameters.

The biggest challenge to fitting using ringed planets comes from
geometry. Generalized orientations of rings and their lack of spherical
symmetry require that the model fully account for the rings’ opening
angle and projected orientation. Our fitting algorithm allows the ad-
justment of the five following ring parameters, also shown in Fig. 1:

1. Inner ring radius (Ri)
2. Outer ring radius (Ro)
3. Normal optical depth (τ)
4. Obliquity (ϕ)

5. Azimuth angle (ψ)

Assuming a single, uniform ring, the inner radius (Ri) is the distance
from the center of the planet to the inner edge of the ring. The outer
radius (Ro), likewise, is the distance from the center of the planet to the
outer edge of the ring. The area between these two radii within the
planet’s equatorial plane represents the extent of the rings as de-
termined by the fit.

The normal optical depth τ controls the attenuation ( −e τ) through
the rings when they are viewed face-on. Solar System rings show a
broad range of normal optical depth values, τ, with tenuous systems like
Jupiter’s main rings and the various tenuous components of the other
planet’s ring systems having < −τ 10 3 (Tyler et al., 1981; Horányi et al.,
2009), while some portions of Saturn’s B rings have τ>5
(Colwell et al., 2009). The effective slant optical depth of the rings as
viewed in transit will always be equal to or higher than the normal
optical depth as a function of the rings’ opening angle α.

The opening angle α measures whether the rings present to us edge
on ( = ∘α 0 ), face-on ( = ∘α 90 ), or in-between (0°< α<90°). The actual,
observed optical depth τslant of a planar ring system then becomes

=τ τ
αslant sin . Note that at = ∘α 0 the observed optical depth is infinite,

however its projected area is zero thus this mathematically problematic
condition never affects any real fit.

While the opening angle α of the rings is the more direct observable,
we instead fit for the more physically relevant planetary obliquity ϕ, the
angle between the planet’s rotational angular momentum vector and its
orbital angular momentum vector (which lies close to orthogonal to the
earth’s line of sight to the star since the planet transits). Hence when the
north pole is pointed towards Earth, the rings are face-on with = ∘α 90
and ϕ∼ ± 90°. In this face-on case the lightcurve will be symmetric
about the mid-transit point, as shown in Fig. 2.

The rings’ observed outline depends not just on how much the
planet is tilted, but also on whether it is tilted straight toward you,
within the plane of the sky, or somewhere in between. The azimuth
angle, ψ, represents the orientation of the planet’s rotational angular
momentum vector in space, measured clockwise from the plane of the
sky as viewed from over the stellar north pole. The ring opening angle α
relates to the obliquity ϕ and the azimuth ψ as

= −α ϕ ψsin (sin sin ) .1 (1)

A rotation in ψ will therefore have no effect on the lightcurve if = ∘ϕ 0
(edge-on) because the position of the north pole is unaffected; however,
the ingress and egress of the lightcurve will typically change as a
function of ψ at any other obliquity. Note that, even with a nonzero
planetary obliquity ϕ, if the azimuth is = ∘ψ 0 or = ∘ψ 180 , then the
rings will still appear edge-on.

2.2. Algorithm improvement

The problem of calculating theoretical lightcurves for transiting

Fig. 1. Fit parameters: obliquity (ϕ), azimuth (ψ), outer radius of rings (Ro), inner radius
of rings (Ri), and radius of the planet (Rp).

1 Please email JWB at jwbarnes@uidaho.edu for a copy of the source code for the
transitfitter program.
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ringed planets somewhat resembles that of calculating occultation
lightcurves for nearby ringed planets (e.g., French and
Nicholson, 2003). The difference is one of distance scales: in the ringed
planet case we are far away from the planet and star, which are very
close to one another, while in the occultation case we and the planet are
very close to one another, and the star is far away (Barnes and
Fortney, 2004). Interestingly the calculations by Kenworthy and
Mamajek (2015) for the giant disk system J1407b more closely re-
semble the occultation case due to the large apparent angular width of
the rings relative to that of the star as seen from Earth. Because the
rings dwarf the star in the J1407b case and the star dwarfs the rings in
our case, our theoretical lightcurvegenerating forward model differs in
approach from that of Kenworthy and Mamajek (2015).

In its most basic mode, transitfitter runs an explicit numerical
integral of the stellar flux blocked by a transiting planet in polar co-
ordinates around the projected stellar disk (see Barnes and
Fortney, 2003, Equations 9–11). The angular integral in particular
performs poorly in the ringed-planet case because it spends most of its
time on uncovered areas of the star and the discrete jump onto the
covered areas. To improve the computational effort required to fit for
ringed planets, we implement a speedup scheme based around in-
tegrating only within the covered areas.

We break the angular integral into separate segments, each of which
covers a (nearly) uniform blocked flux. First we identify segments for
which the planet covers the star. With only the planet blocking starlight
across the entire angular integral at this projected radius, we classify
this as a Case A(see Fig. 3, upper left), which reverts to the same result
as in the no-rings case.

We call the situations where the integration annulus intersects the
ring outer edge, but not the inner edge, Case B. Two types of Case B can
occur: with one ring segment (Case B1; Fig. 3, upper middle), and with
two ring segments (Case B2; Fig. 3, upper right).

When the integration annulus intersects both the inner and outer
ring edges, then things get more complex. We call these Case C’s. If we
end up with two segments in a Case C, then we call it Case C2 (Fig. 3,
lower left). Three segments can result if the annulus crosses the ring
outer edge four times, but the inner edge only twice: a Case C3 as
shown in Fig. 3, lower middle. Four full segments nets a Case C4(Fig. 3,
lower right).

In situations where the center of the star’s disk, the origin of the
coordinate system, is within the ring’s inner edge, then the cases re-
verse. Now Case B results when the annulus crosses the ring’s inner
edge but not the outer edge, and Case Ctwo results when both edges are
crossed. When the origin is between the ring edges, or in other words
when the rings cover the center of the star, we revert to the explicit
numerical integral. All of the cases described in this paragraph only
exist near mid-transit and for low transit impact parameters, and thus
affect only a small minority of actually computed cases.

After identifying each individual segment, we look for overlaps
between planet segments and ring segments. Where planet and ring
segments coincide for a given integration annulus, we truncate the ring
segment to eliminate the overlap – since the planet blocks all light,

there’s no need to also add in the ring. Finally, to compute the total flux
blocked at this annulus we sum that blocked by the individual seg-
ments.

While this approach still requires significant computation to identify
edges and to differentiate between the cases, it speeds the process
overall by greatly reducing the number of evaluations of opacity that
result from the more straightforward explicit numerical integration
approach.

2.3. Ring model evaluation

When fitting for ring systems, we hold τ, ψ, ϕ, Rp, and Ri constant on
each individual fit and then explore parameter space by running mul-
tiple fits over the other parameters.

Holding τ constant enables the fit to converge quickly; without it,
the degeneracy between τ and the outer ring radius Ro, which both
affect the total transit depth, drives these parameters to unphysical
values. Saturn’s A and B rings have optical depths ranging from 0.5 and
5 (Colwell et al., 2009). Therefore, our search for exorings varies τ from
0.2 to 5. Below =τ 0.2 the rings start to have little effect on a light-
curve, and above =τ 5 they are sufficiently opaque as to lead to little
effect from going higher.

When investigating asymmetric transits, we fix the ring azimuth ψ to
values between 0°< ψ<90°. Due to the geometrical symmetry of the
problem, the transit of two ringed-planet systems, one with azimuth

=ψ x and the other with = −ψ x, are identical. Similarly, the transit
lightcurve s for ringed planets with =ψ x and = −∘ψ x180 are the
time-inverse of one another.

In the special case where we fit explicitly for symmetric transits, we
fix the azimuth = ∘ψ 90 and then adjust the obliquity ϕ to explore the
consequences. In doing so, we fit obliquities of = ∘ϕ 90 , = ∘ϕ 60 , = ∘ϕ 45 ,
and = ∘ϕ 20 to span the parameter space. Our spherical-planet fits ef-
fectively play the role of = ∘ϕ 0 , where the rings would be edge-on and
undetectable.

Fortney et al. (2007) showed that the radius of a planet is related to
the mass and distance from the star. We note from their work that all
planet radii are ≲ 1.3RJup, but cold gas giants are ≲ 1.0RJup, allowing
us to hold =R 1Rp Jup when the spherical model indicates a radius larger
than ∼ 1RJup. Although the planet radius could be less than 1 RJup, we
choose this value to reduce the otherwise unwieldy and degenerate
parameter space.

We also set =R 1.1Ri Jup because this produces a gap between the
planet and the ring that is comparable in size to the one found interior
to Saturn’s relatively opaque C ring. Such a gap is expected to occur in
any ring system because atmospheric drag will remove material that
orbits too close to the planet, and processes like ballistic transport can
sharpen the inner edges of dense A and B rings (Estrada et al., 2015).
However, while a 0.1 RJup gap is a reasonable guess for this preliminary
study, this parameter should depend on the detailed structure of both
the planet’s atmosphere and its rings, and so future work will likely
need to consider a range of Ri values.

With τ, ψ, ϕ, Rp, and Ri held constant for each individual fit, we

Fig. 2. Theoretical ring detectability of a spherical body by residual,
modified from Barnes and Fortney (2004). In this hypothetical case
the azimuth angle and impact parameter set to π/4 and 0.7 respec-
tively. Planetary obliquities of 10° (dotted line), 30° (dashed-dotted
line), 45° (dashed line), and 90° (solid line; greatest opening angle) are
shown.
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dynamically fit the outer ring radius, star radius, eccentricity, and im-
pact parameter. The spherical model values are used as initial guesses
in the ring model. The ring size and orientation are constrained by
plotting reduced χ2 as a function of τ for the various ring angles and
normal optical depth.

3. Application

3.1. Candidate considerations

With the goal of finding a single Kepler Object of Interest (KOI) with
which to test the efficacy of direct fits of ringed planets to Kepler data,
we consider criteria for choosing candidates so as to maximize the
productivity of the search. Since the optimal conditions for forming
rings are still not well defined theoretically, we focus our attention on
objects that we consider the most likely to yield meaningful constraints
on potential ring systems by looking for planet candidates with the
following characteristics: (1) long orbital periods, (2) large ice Roche
Limits, (3) high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), and (4) large apparent
planetary radii.

We prefer long-period orbits for two reasons. First, dynamical ef-
fects such as stellar perturbations and Poynting–Robertson drag affect
closer-in planets more strongly (Schlichting and Chang, 2011).
Schlichting and Chang (2011) show that orbits with semimajor axes
greater than 0.1 AU significantly increase expected ring lifetimes.
Second, large semimajor axes allow for a higher diversity of possible
ring compositions. While silicate-rich dense rings are theoretically
possible (Schlichting and Chang, 2011), the only extensive ring system
that we currently know of, Saturn’s, is made of nearly pure water ice
(Pilcher et al., 1970). And ice-rich materials could have mechanical
properties that favor the formation and maintenance of dense rings

Hedman (2015). Since long orbital periods (≳ 4.4 yrs) are needed to be
outside the ice line for our Sun, we target the planetary candidates with
the longest orbital periods as most likely to harbor rings.

Those large orbital periods also have the benefit of yielding objects
with larger Roche limits. True planetary rings that are unable to coa-
gulate into discrete moons can only exist inside the planet’s Roche limit,
which we calculate for each candidate using the standard equation:

⎜ ⎟≈ ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

R
ρ
ρ

2.45 p
p

1
3

R
(2)

where Rp is planet radius, ρp is the planets density, and ρ is the particle
density (Carroll and Ostlie, 1996). Making use of Figure 7 of
Fortney et al. (2007) to estimate the mass to each planet candidate,
based on a probable radius, we can then determine the Roche limit for
both ice ( =ρ 1 g

cm3 ), and rock ( =ρ 3 g
cm3 ). Larger Roche limits allow for

more extensive ring systems with higher detectabilities.
All else being equal, a star with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

photometry will make for easier ring detection and/or tighter con-
straints on the presence of ring systems. Even large rings have relatively
low detectabilities of order −− −10 104 3 (Barnes and Fortney, 2004).
Because the presence of rings is easiest to observe in photometry during
ingress and egress of the planet-ring system, a high SNR is particularly
important because of the relatively short duration of ingress and egress.

Perhaps counterintuitively, a good exoring candidate will have a
large initially inferred planet radius – so big that its planetary nature
might be in question. Zuluaga et al. (2015) showed that a ringed planet
will appear larger than the planet’s actual radius due to the presence of
rings. Thus abnormally large initial-guess planet radii can be an in-
dication of rings – at least so long as they do not indicate that the
candidate is really an M-dwarf. As an example of this radius excess

Fig. 3. Here we diagram the six independent cases that our algorithm uses to speed calculations. The limb-darkened white disk represents the star, and the dark outline the planet. The red
circle represents one of the numerical annuli around which transitfitter integrates in polar coordinates. Case A occurs when the integration annulus in question does not intersect the
rings at all. Case B occurs when the annulus intersects the outer edge of the rings, but not the inner edge. And Case C occurs when the annulus crosses both the inner and outer edge of the
ring. The number after the Case type indicates how many different azimuthal integration segments are required for that particular sub-case. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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effect, consider if an observer viewed Saturn from another star system.
The observer would initially deduce the radius of Saturn to be as much
as twice as large as the true radius due to the rings intercepting more
stellar flux (Tusnski and Valio, 2011). Therefore, a search for ringed
planets might strongly consider candidates with radii even larger than
possible for non-irradiated gas planets (Fortney et al., 2007).

3.2. Observations

We obtain photometry for Kepler Objects of Interest from the pub-
licly available MAST database. Using the criteria from Section3.1, we
consider a set of four transiting planet candidates around which to
search for rings: KOI-289.02, KOI-422.01, KOI-1353.01, and KOI-
3541.01. An initial spherical fit to each of these lightcurve s shows no
residuals indicative of possible ring systems. Therefore we focus just on
KOI-422.01 to demonstrate the types of constraints that can and cannot
be placed on potential ring systems based on transit photometry.

Table 1 shows the parameters of that test system, KOI-422.01. With
an orbit period of 809.014 ± 0.002 days, Kepler only had a chance to
see two transits. Even then, KOI-422.01 is still too close to its star to
maintain icy rings.

The presearch data conditioned KOI-422 photometry displays few
irregularities. We therefore adopt a minimalist approach to data re-
duction to avoid introducing artifacts. We tried three different ap-
proaches to remove out-of-transit variability: (1) applying a median
boxcar filter with a period 6 times the transit duration (Barnes et al.,

2015), (2) subtracting polynomial fits of the out-of-transit data around
each transit, and (3) nothing. Although each approach differs in detail,
the resulting lightcurve s show no significant trends relative to one
another, and fits yield parameters that agree to within 1-sigma. We
therefore elect to use the median boxcar filtered data for consistency
with our own previous work (e.g., Ahlers et al., 2014; Barnes et al.,
2015).

4. Test case results

Because the spherical model shows no significant residuals that
might indicate the presence of a ring system, we establish upper limits
on rings surrounding one of our four candidates. We chose KOI-422.01
for this analysis for its large initial guess planet radius and long orbital
period (the longest of our four candidates). Because cold gas giants with
radii larger than ∼ 1.0RJup are neither seen nor predicted to exist
(Fortney et al., 2007; Seager et al., 2007), we deduce that if KOI-422.01
is a planet, then it probably has rings. Also, with an orbital period of ∼
809 days, it is less likely that the host star’s gravity and luminosity
would adversely influence a ring system’s stability.

We first consider the possibility of an asymmetric transit. As shown
in Fig. 2, planets with significant obliquity (ϕ) and azimuth between

= ∘ψ 0 and = ∘ψ 90 produce asymmetric transit lightcurve s in such a
way as to be most easily detected. To test for such asymmetry we fit the
KOI-422 lightcurve for a ringed planet with an obliquity of = ∘ϕ 45 and
azimuthal angle of = ∘ψ 45 . We hold Rp constant at 1 RJup for KOI-
422.01, assuming the highest possible planet radius as if this object
were a ringed planet. The best-fit result using a spherical-planet model
has = ±R 1.1 0.03,s = ±R 2.0 0.08,o =R 0.9Rring Jup — and =χ 4.99r

2 (!).
This remarkably high χr

2 in relation to χspher
2 indicates that any potential

rings around KOI-422.01 cannot deviate far from an azimuthal angle
with the north pole pointing towards or away from us.

Given the lack of evidence for transit asymmetry, then, we therefore
hold ψ at 90° in subsequent fits to force the lightcurve to be symmetric.
The obliquity angle ϕ is held constant on each fit, but we run separate
fits with = ∘ϕ 90 , 60°, 45°, and 20° to explore parameter space. We keep
the inner radius of the ring constant to R1.1 Jup to retain a gap between
the ring and planet as would result from atmospheric drag. The normal
optical depth τ is held constant to avoid degeneracies, but we again
assign varying values of τ on successive fits to explore its effects (Fig. 4).

With these fixed values, we then fit the KOI-422 lightcurve for outer
ring radius (Ro), star radius (Rs), eccentricity (ϵ), and impact parameter
b using transitfitter for a sequence of fits, adjusting τ and ϕ on
subsequent runs. Due to the weak dependence of eccentricity on the
longitude of periapsis (Price et al., 2015), our fitted eccentricity fixes
the transit to occur at periapsis, and therefore represents a lower limit
on the actual planetary eccentricity. Our results are thus the most
plausible orientation and size of a hypothetical ring system surrounding
KOI-422.01. We also plot the resulting χr

2 as a function of the input
normal optical depth τ in Fig. 5.

Fits to the KOI-422.01 lightcurve using planets with low optical
depth rings do a particularly poor job of replicating the data. These low-
quality fits to translucent ring systems rule out optically thin rings with
τ∼ 0.2 (though not Jupiter-like rings with very low ∼ −τ 10 4). For all
obliquities there is a minimum in the best-fit χ2 around 1≤ τ≤ 2.
However even these χ2 minima do not fit the data as well as the ring-
less, spherical-planet fit.

Therefore we interpret that if KOI-422.01 has rings, then they are
below the threshold of detectability using our method. Possible reasons
that we might not be able to identify a extant ring include: the fixed size
of our assumed gap between the simulated ring and planet was too
large, transit geometry if the planet has a low enough obliquity angle as
to be near edge-on (i.e ϕ∼ 0°), or if the rings could be smaller in radial
extent than we assume based on Roche limit considerations.

Table 1
Relevant parameters for our test case for a ring search, KOI-422.01. The planet
mass is inferred from its radius following Fortney et al. (2007). Roche limits are
given for the cases of icy ( iceR ) or rocky ( rockR ) ring particles. The true un-
certainty associated with our calculated Roche Limits derives from the assumed
planetary mass. We assume a stellar mass of 1.1 M⊙ for KOI-422. The parameter b
is the impact parameter, ϵ is eccentricity (representing a lower limit), c1 and c2 are
the first two limb darkening coefficients (where = +c u u1 1 2 and = −c u u2 1 2
following Brown et al. (2001)), and χ2 is the statistical distribution test. Coeffi-
cients for stars limb darkening are obtained from Sing (2010) Table 2, and Stellar
temperatures are obtained from CFOP (the Kepler Community Follow-up Obser-
ving Program).

KOI 422.01

M M( )p Jup 0.8 (assumed)

Period 809.014 ± 0.002 days (fit)
R( )ice JupR 2.45 (calculated)

R( )rock JupR 1.70 (calculated)

ice
Rp
R 1.82 (calculated)

rock
Rp

R 1.26 (calculated)

Temp. (K) 6242 ± 165 (Borucki et al., 2011)
Rs 1.34 ± 0.04R⊙ (fit)
Rp 1.72 ± 0.06RJup (fit)
b 0.59 ± 0.04 (fit)
ϵ 0.69 ± 0.03 (fit)
c1 0.34 ± 0.18(fit)
c2 0.0 (fixed)
χ2 1.19

Table 2
Ring Fit Parameters. Ring Fit Parameters for lowest χ2 vs τ values.

KOI-422.01

Angle 90° 60° 45° 20°

⊙R R( )s 1.16 ± 0.08 1.18 ± 0.04 1.17 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.04
τ 1. 2. 5. 2
R R( )o Jup 1.68 ± 0.13 1.66 ± 0.07. 1.77 ± 0.07 2.30 ± 0.12

b 1.82 ± 0.09 01.87 ± 0.04 1.86 ± 0.05 1.78 ± 0.05
ϵ 0.62 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.03
χ2 1.38 1.31 1.30 1.26
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5. Discussion and conclusion

In this pilot investigation we demonstrate a method for constraining
the presence of ring systems around individual transiting exoplanets by
analyzing their transit lightcurves. Specifically, we show that exoplanet
candidate KOI-422.01 probably does not have large Saturn-type rings
based on detailed transit lightcurve fitting using ringed-planet models.

Fits of specific lightcurve s using ringed planet models reveal
myriad degeneracies. Both the planetary radius and cross-sectional area
combined with opacity of the rings affect the total transit depth, for
instance. After fixing the planet’s radius, degeneracies remain between
the rings’ outer edge, the rings’ optical depth, and the rings’ opening
angle.

However, the fits are very sensitive to asymmetric transits – ones
where the projected rings show an azimuthal tilt relative to the planet’s
apparent path across the star. The intensity of the asymmetry is de-
generate between this azimuthal angle and the rings’ own asymmetry.
However given the much easier case of detecting asymmetrically
transiting ring systems, the best search for rings might be done in an
ensemble, where the probability that EVERY system is viewed edge-on
becomes very low.

Comprehensive fits to individual systems, particularly in the ab-
sence of any detected residual signal, requires significant processing
power (at least the way that we do it). Given the aforementioned pre-
ference for asymmetric transits, a superior search strategy looking for
unexplained residuals in a number of systems would be a rational first
step. Such a search could have difficulty, however, in establishing
quantitative upper limits on what ring systems could have been seen.

Despite our test target KOI-422 being one of the longest-period vi-
able Kepler candidates, it still resides interior to the ice line of its host
star. Given Kepler’s reaction-wheel shortened mission while targeting its
prime field, the chances of detecting an exoring system around mul-
tiply-transiting planets may therefore be low. Single, non-repeating
transits would improve the chances of observing a planet outside the ice
line, but at the expense of certain knowledge of the planet’s orbital
period.

Therefore even a comprehensive survey of the Kepler data may not
find ring systems because they may not exist in the parameter space in
which we can look. A negative result might lend some support to the
idea that ring formation and/or long-term stability may only be likely
to occur under restricted conditions that include low temperatures
(Hedman, 2015). But if the low-temperature rings hypothesis is correct,
then we may need to wait for transits of very-long-period planets for
our first detection.
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